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Relive all of the adventure from the Disney&#149; Pixarfilm, Finding Dory,with this

storybook-and-CD-set. The CD includes word-for-word narration, thrilling sound effects, and original

character voices from the movie, including Ellen DeGeneres as Dory, Albert Brooks as Marlin, and

Ed O'Neill as Hank the octopus!
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Cute story. My kid loves to listen along and turn the pages. She gets very into the story. It's read

with a good voice, easy to understand, and slow enough pace for little ones to comprehend. Love

these!

My daughter loves listening to this story before bed. I uploaded it to iTunes and synced it to her iPad

for ease of access. It was nice to read this before the movie came out, too. Short version of the

movie, with actual voices from the movie.

I gave this to a three year old who has played it non-stop! She has memorized every word from this

story and the movie hasn't even arrived in the theaters yet! Cutest story about family loyalty and the



value of friendships. Loved it and would order it again in a second.

Story was okay but left allot to be desired, not as engaging as some Disney read-alongs. Preferred

Zootopia.UpdateI have now seen the movie and can say it's just the story that's lacking. I thought

maybe the book just left to much out as some books do but that's not the problem. The story just

isn't as engaging as I expected for a Disney movie, especially one that took so long to make but

then again this was a sequel.

Cute story. I read the story to my daughter first and then we do the read out loud CD in the car. My

daughter has followed along in this book several times and enjoys it every time. Story lasts about 15

minutes.

My daughter really likes these read-along storybooks and of course Dory is extremely likeable! As is

usual for these read-along books, the audio narration is excellent, as is the production quality of the

book. But the plot in this story is very complicated and kind of hard to follow. I haven't seen the

movie yet but based on the early reviews, I can only assume it's a lot better than this tie-in book.

This story is great addition to the read along series. The story is 15 minutes of listening and has

character voices from the movie. The book has page turn sounds to help nonreaders know when to

turn the page. It holds the attention of my 5 and 6 year for the entire book.

These audio books keep my five year old interested and occupied without having to resort to screen

time. I love that they use actual audio clips from the movies. Finding Dory is a great one. She is able

to get them out and operate them by herself too, which is a bonus when you are trying to fit in some

cooking or cleaning into the day.
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